Fighting healthcare fraud? Turn mountains of data into the precise intelligence you need!
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How is LexisNexis® Intelligent Investigator™ Unique?

Offers a keener understanding of provider billing practices

Makes data needed to more efficiently prepare for a case much easier to compile

Provides a prioritized workflow that looks at provider and claims levels to minimize false positives, providing ‘suspicion scores’ with transparent explanations

Leverages the Provider of Interest Score, a powerful predictive modeling tool that uses statistical techniques to identify indicators of fraud, waste and abuse

Incorporates public records data

Built on a flexible structure based on rules that can be easily modified by users as new schemes are detected

Promotes a holistic view of patient, claims and pharmacy data

Offers a robust ad hoc reporting system

Learn how by calling 866.396.7703 or visit www.lexisnexis.com/risk/healthcare

LexisNexis® data solutions aggregate, analyze and link data from thousands of sources and reveal suspicious, hidden connections between members, doctors and claims across their programs.

True story!

A health plan in the Midwest that manages more than 1.5 million lives in multiple states under a variety of benefit structures and works with tens of thousands of providers and hundreds of facilities saw something suspicious in one doctor’s prescribing patterns...

He was prescribing pills that are only indicated for one very rare disorder.

Using the LexisNexis® Intelligent Investigator™ rules-based analytic overpayment detection system, the health plan’s special investigation unit investigators were stunned to uncover:

the doctor accounted for 70% of all prescriptions for the drug

there were 2,564 fills for this drug in a 30-month period

the doctor used diagnosis code P6A 764 times

claims from the doctor’s prescriptions totaled over $2 million

“We interviewed members who’d been prescribed the drug. None knew what it was for.”

“When we put his claim up against all the other doctors of his specialty, he definitely stood out. The LexisNexis tool helped us look at that.”

How does LexisNexis® risk solutions aggregate, analyze and link data from thousands of sources and reveal suspicious, hidden connections between members, doctors and claims across their programs?